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Abstract
Content Security Policy (CSP) is a browser security mechanism that aims to protect websites from content injection
attacks. To adopt CSP, website developers need to manually compile a list of allowed content sources. Nearly all
websites require modifications to comply with CSP’s default behavior, which blocks inline scripts and the use of
the eval() function. Alternatively, websites could adopt a
policy that allows the use of this unsafe functionality, but
this opens up potential attack vectors. In this paper, our
measurements on a large corpus of web applications provide a key insight on the amount of efforts web developers
required to adapt to CSP. Our results also identified errors in CSP policies that are set by website developers on
their websites. To address these issues and make adoption
of CSP easier and error free, we implemented UserCSP a
tool as a Firefox extension. The UserCSP uses dynamic
analysis to automatically infer CSP policies, facilitates
testing, and gives savvy users the authority to enforce
client-side policies on websites.
Keywords: Content restrictions, content security policy,
security policy, web security

1

Introduction

The web browser security model is rooted in the sameorigin policy (SOP) [22], which isolates one origin’s resources from other origins. However, attackers can subvert the SOP by injecting malicious content into a vulnerable website through attacks such as Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS) [3]. According to the OWASP vulnerability assessment in 2013, XSS attacks are among top five vulnerabilities [23]. The root cause of code injection problem
on websites is that browsers are unable to distinguish between legitimate and maliciously injected content in a web
application. To mitigate threats of XSS attacks, Mozilla

proposed Content Security Policy (CSP) [30] a defensein-depth. CSP has become a part of W3C specification
and CSP 1.0 is in the state of Candidate Recommendation [36]. It aims to solve this problem by providing a
declarative content restriction policy in an HTTP header
that the browser can enforce. CSP defines directives associated with various types of content that allow developers
to create whitelists of content sources and instruct client
browsers to only load, execute, or render content from
those trusted sources. However, writing an effective and
comprehensive CSP policy for websites is laborious. A
policy can break website functionality if legitimate content is overlooked during policy generation. Web developers at large technology companies may not have direct
access to change the CSP header on web servers, making
it difficult to iterate over policies. This is hindering the
adoption of CSP by real-world web applications as shown
by our results in Section 2.
The goal of this paper is to systematically understand
the difficulties in adopting a CSP policy by developers,
discuss probable ways to bypass CSP protection, and develop a basic understanding of CSP usage in large, realworld web applications today.
Our Study. In this work, we study the usage of CSP
policy on real-world desktop and mobile websites and
identify errors and inconsistency in CSP enforcement. To
do this, we used Scrapy framework to crawl real-world
websites using various user agent strings to record CSP
policies used by websites.
Based on empirical data collected in October 2013, we
draw several inferences about the hurdles in CSP adoption. Our results show that there are three major reasons that are hindering CSP adaption. First, developers
are unwilling to sacrifice functionality for security because
they are worried about losing customers. Second, the limited knowledge of developers about the correct usage of
CSP, shows that they have made mistakes while setting
CSP policies for their websites. Third, the amount of
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efforts required by developers to make their website compatible to CSP is hindering adoption of CSP in the wild.
Moreover, web browsers do not currently expose a policy enforcement mechanism directly to users, and users
lack control over their own security when websites do not
implement CSP. Security savvy users may prefer security over rich functionality. We argue that, if developers
and users do not experiment with CSP, it is difficult for
the community to iterate on the CSP specification [37] to
come to a more usable solution.
To assist website administrators in constructing Content Security Policies, CSP AiDer [9] uses a crawler to
crawl all the pages associated with a website and recommends a CSP policy based on the types of content found
and the sources of that content. However, CSP AiDer is
unable to recognize dynamically added scripts. It examines static HTML code to infer CSP policy rather than
running the website in a web browser to infer policy based
on content loaded by the browser.
In this paper, we propose UserCSP, a Firefox extension to address above mentioned problems and ease in
CSP adoption. It helps developers and users to derive a
CSP policy for a website. UserCSP automatically infers
Content Security Policies, providing the strictest possible
policies without breaking websites. To infer a CSP policy, UserCSP analyzes the content on a particular page
and recommends a policy based on the types and sources
of content used. UserCSP provides the inferred policy in
the correct syntax for the CSP header, so a developer can
immediately start using the policy for their website. Furthermore, UserCSP allows savvy users to voluntarily specify their own CSP policies on websites that may not have
implemented CSP. UserCSP is an open-source project
available for download on the Mozilla Add-on gallery [25]
as well as on GitHub [26].
Contributions. The goal in this paper is to study usage of CSP on real-world web applications, aware developers to avoid mistakes observed on real-world web applications. We propose a solution, UserCSP, to ease adoption
of CSP policy. The goals of UserCSP are two-fold: i) to
allow security savvy users to specify their own CSP policies, and ii) to allow developers to experiment with CSP
policies on their production pages. Moreover, UserCSP
assists users and developers in constructing comprehensive CSP policies by providing them automatically inferred Content Security Policies that they can use as a
starting point for experimenting with CSP on a website.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
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uate the compatibility of the inferred security policies
on websites.
• We propose an approach for applying security policies on the client-side. Our approach allows savvy
users to specify their own custom Content Security
Policies.
Our experiments show a lack of Content Security Policy implementations in real-world websites and the necessity for tools like UserCSP to help promote adoption.
UserCSP provides developers with an easy mechanism to
create an effective, comprehensive, and strict Content Security Policy that secures their users and does not break
website functionality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our experimental evaluation and analysis.
Section 3 describes the design of UserCSP. Section 4 describes evaluation of our approach, and we conclude the
paper in Section 6.

2

Experimental Evaluation and
Analysis

We conducted empirical measurements to obtain the data
for evaluating Content Security Policy (CSP) usage in
wild. Our measurements are mainly conducted on a
Dell server running Ubuntu 12.04 64bit, with Xeon 4-core
2.67GHz CPUs and 32GB RAM.

2.1

Measurement Goals

Our measurements aim to measure the following:
Goal 1: Measure inconsistency in real-world websites in
enforcing CSP.
Goal 2: Identify errors in existing CSP policies applied
by developers on their websites that nullify the defense provided by CSP.
Goal 3: Estimate the amount of efforts required by web
developers to adapt to CSP for their websites.

2.2

Measurement over Alexa Top 100,000
Desktop Websites and 289 Mobile
Websites

In our experiments, we used Scrapy framework to crawl
• We performed a large-scale study on Alexa Top
desktop and mobile websites. Our results show that out
100,000 websites and 289 mobile websites to find usof 100,000 Alexa top websites [29] only 27 unique webage of CSP in the wild.
sites are using CSP policies. In particular, only 20 desk• We draw inferences on the likely reasons that are top websites actually enforced CSP policies and remaining 07 websites using CSP policy in report-only mode.
hindering CSP adoption in real-world websites.
Similarly, we analyzed 289 mobile websites [1]. In our
• We design and prototype UserCSP to automatically experiments we noticed only one mobile website http:
generate Content Security Policies and then we eval- //mobile.twitter.com/ uses a CSP policy.
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We also observed that 24 unique websites are using unsafe-inline, unsafe-eval or eval-script options. According to W3C standard and effective CSP protection
on website, it is crucial to move all inline scripts and
style sheets to the trusted external sources to allow web
browsers to identify injected scripts by an attacker.
Next, we explain how we measure these metrics and
present their results.
Goal 1: Inconsistency in CSP Enforcement. To
measure the inconsistency in enforcing CSP policies in
real-world websites, we measured different headers used
by developers to send CSP policy to clients. There is
an inconsistency in CSP supporting browsers in CSP enforcement headers they obey. Firefox version 4.0 onwards
supports X-Content-Security-Policy header and Google
Chrome and Safari support X-WebKit-CSP header for
CSP enforcement. Whereas, Firefox doesn’t respect XWebKit-CSP header and Google Chrome neglects XContent-Security-Policy header used by websites for CSP
enforcement.
Due to this inconsistency across web browsers, Candidate Recommendation of CSP specification of the W3C
Working group of Web Application Security proposed a
standard header name for CSP enforcement: ContentSecurity-Policy. At the time of writing of this paper,
Firefox version 23 and Google Chrome version 25 support
Content-Security-Policy header.
We scanned in total 100,000 Alexa top desktop websites and 289 mobile websites and checked response
for various possible CSP headers such as X-ContentSecurity-Policy, X-WebKit-CSP, and Content-SecurityPolicy. Web applications can detect user agents and send
appropriate CSP header in the response; therefore, we
scanned all websites multiple times by using separate user
agent strings [35]. The user agent strings we used are
listed in the Table 1.
Figure 1 shows our finding of CSP headers usage on
real-world websites. We observed that out of 28 unique
websites that are using CSP policies some websites are
using multiple headers to set CSP policies. In our experiment we observed,
•

•

•

•

X-WebKit-CSP-Report-Only
and
Security-Policy-Report-Only headers.
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X-Content-

• One website http://support.twitter.com/ used
both X-Content-Security-Policy-Report-Only and
Content-Security-Policy-Report-Only headers.
• One website http://hootsuite.com/ used both
X-WebKit-CSP-Report-Only and Content-SecurityPolicy-Report-Only headers.
• One website http://mobile.twitter.com/ used
both X-WebKit-CSP and X-Content-SecurityPolicy-Report-Only headers.

Our results indicate that website developers use custom browser headers as well as CSP header specified by
the W3C CSP 1.0 specification. Inconsistency in supporting CSP header across web browsers creates confusion in web developers. As at a time of writing this paper, Chrome and Firefox web browsers supports ContentSecurity-Policy header as per W3C CSP 1.0 specification.
We recommend web developers to transition their websites to using the Content-Security-Policy header.
Furthermore, inconsistency in CSP directive support
at browser level could create confusion among developers
while deriving CSP policy for their website. For example,
Firefox web browser supports frame-ancestors directive
in CSP policy whereas it is not in CSP specification and
it is not supported by other web browsers. The frameancestors directive is not a part of the CSP specification
because web browsers support X-Frame-Options header.
But X-Frame-Options only checked the parent, and not
the grandparent, or great grandparent. However, frameancestors would check all ancestors. Recently, IE changed
their X-Frame-Options support so that it checks all ancestors. The other problem with X-Frame-Options is that
you can only list one URI in allow-from whereas, frameancestors lets you have a list of them. Therefore, the webappsec working group is going to put a frame-ancestors
like directive (probable name is frame-options) into CSP
spec [38].
We observed total four (4) websites set frame-ancestors
directive
out of 28 websites that use CSP policies includOne website http://start.funmoods.com/ used all
ing
report-only
mode.
three headers X-WebKit-CSP, X-Content-SecurityPolicy, and Content-Security-Policy.
Goal 2: Identify Errors in CSP Policies Enforced
Three websites namely http://mega.co.nz/, by Websites. We performed an analysis of CSP policies
https://github.com/EllisLab/CodeIgniter/
used by developers to protect the users of their websites
wiki, and http://lastpass.com/ used both X- from content injection attacks. The aim of this study
Content-Security-Policy and Content-Security-Policy to answer questions such as, Do developers understood
headers.
how to use CSP policy? And, how many websites enforce
Four websites namely http://blog.twitter.com/, CSP policy incorrectly and nullify the defense of CSP
business.twitter.com,
demo.phpmyadmin.net, mechanism? A summery of our analysis is given below:
http://papa.me/ were serving both X-Content• Incomplete Mediation: Our empirical study results
Security-Policy and X-WebKit-CSP.
show that 21 websites are using CSP policy to protect their home pages rather than enforcing it on all
Two
websites
http://files.acrobat.com/,
internal web pages.
http://web.tweetdeck.com/ was serving both
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Table 1: A list of user agent strings
Browser
Firefox

Version
23

Google Chrome

29.0.1547.2

Internet Explorer (IE)

10.6

User Agent String
Mozilla/5.0 (X11;
Ubuntu;
Linux x86 64;
rv:23.0)
Gecko/20130602 Firefox/23.0
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.2; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/29.0.1547.2 Safari/537.36
Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 10.6; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0; InfoPath.2; SLCC1; .NET CLR 3.0.4506.2152;
.NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 2.0.50727) 3gpp-gba UNTRUSTED/1.0

Figure 1: CSP headers usage on real-world websites

• Non-standard CSP directive usage: We observed that
three (3) websites are using xhr-src directive that is
supported by only Firefox web browser. In addition,
four (4) websites are using frame-ancestors directive
which is also Firefox specific.
• Non-effective CSP policies: We observed websites
are setting CSP policy incorrectly and thus keeping
open doors for content injections. For example,
http://www.metro-partner.ru/ website sets following CSP policy:
X-Content-Security-Policy: allow ’self ’; img-src
*; script-src *; options eval-script inline-script;
The
http://www.metro-partner.ru/
website
has defined CSP policy in incorrect way and thus
made it non-effective to protect users from content
injection attacks. It allows scripts to be executed

from any domain and images to be loaded from
any arbitrary domains. Furthermore, it also allows
execution of inline scripts and eval() usage.
We observed CSP policy errors on eight (8) websites.
Table 2 shows a few examples of incorrect policy enforcement on real-world websites. It shows incorrect CSP enforcement nullifies the defense-in-depth CSP protection
mechanism.
Our results show that developers have limited knowledge about CSP usage and as a result of that errors made
by them in setting CSP policies nullifies the protection
provided by CSP and provides attackers opportunity to
exploit content injection vulnerabilities.
Goal 3: Estimate the Amount of Efforts. To measure the amount of developer efforts required to change
their website to adapt to CSP, we measured the number
of inline scripts, and inline event handlers used in real-
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Table 2: A few examples of CSP policy errors on real-world websites
CSP Policy
X-WebKit-CSP: default-src * ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’;
script-src
’self’ ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ s.ppsrc.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’
www.google-analytics.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ ssl.google-analytics.com
’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ zhushou.360.cn ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’
zs.91.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ zy.91.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’
www.wandoujia.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’ wandoujia.com ’unsafe-inline’
’unsafe-eval’ js.tongji.linezing.com ’unsafe-inline’ ’unsafe-eval’;report-uri
http://papa.me/csp/report;
X-Content-Security-Policy: allow *; options inline-script eval-script; frameancestor’, ”allow *; options inline-script eval-script; frame-ancestor ’self’;

X-Content-Security-Policy: allow ’self’; img-src *; script-src *; options evalscript inline-script;

Content-Security-Policy: default-src https: ’unsafe-eval’ ’unsafe-inline’

world websites. Inline scripts mean JavaScript code that
is embedded in < script > tag, JavaScript URIs, and
inline event handlers such as onclick, onmouseover, etc.
In our test bed we examined home page as well as three
internal pages of desktop and mobile websites using the
Scrapy framework. We noticed on an average seven inline
scripts and eleven inline event handlers are used on Alexa
top 100,289 desktop and mobile websites.
Moreover, we measured the amount of changes require
to remove inline scripts using phpBB a real-world web
forum application [27]. Our modifications of phpBB were
18 files modified that includes in total 174 line deleted
and 218 lines added.
To regulate inline scripts and allow developers to specify which script elements on a webpage are intentionally
included, an experimental directive script-nonce is added
to the CSP 1.1 draft specification [37]. The script-nonce
directive allows developers to use inline scripts and inline
event handlers by whitelisting them, and hence reduces
the number of changes required for developers to implement CSP. There are also recent discussions about an
additional experimental script-hash directive that computes the hash of JavaScript and only allows the script to
execute when its hashed value matches the value in the
directive. Both directives have great potential to reduce
CSP violations and increase CSP adoption.

Description
1. Developers misunderstood the usage of unsafeeval and unsafe-inline, and
used them incorrect way.
2. Injected content will
not be prevented by CSP
because inline scripts are
allowed.
Arbitrary domains are allowed and inline scripts
are also allowed. Thus
nullifies CSP protection.
It allows scripts and images from arbitrary domains as well as allows inline scripts.
It allows arbitrary https:
sources and inline scripts.

developers resulted in incorrect CSP policy enforcement.
Moreover, the list of resource origins changes on websites
that use rotating advertisements, DNS load-balancing,
etc. So, there is a need of tool that automatically infers
CSP policy and avoids mistakes that developers can make
such as, only enforcing CSP on the home page, incorrect
CSP policy enforcement, etc. To address above mentioned
challenges we proposed the UserCSP approach.

3

UserCSP Design

The goal of UserCSP is to allow users to specify and apply
security policies on web content. UserCSP helps developers and users write comprehensive policies for websites
by providing them with a GUI to add and modify CSP
policies.

JS
Engine

DOM

HTML
Parser

DB

UserCSP
HTTP
Observer

Database Manager

Network library

Web Browser
Evaluation Summary. Our evaluation results show
that only 28 including both desktop and mobile websites
Figure 2: UserCSP architecture
(out of 100,289) are using CSP policies to protect their
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of UserCSP.
users from content injection vulnerabilities. This infers
that web developers are unwilling to sacrifice functional- UserCSP monitors the browser’s internal events (includity over security and limited knowledge of CSP among ing HTML parsing, HTTP requests, and XHR requests
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Table 3: UserCSP behavior
Website CSP
Yes

User Defined CSP
No

Global CSP
Yes/No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes/No
Yes/No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

triggered by scripts running in the JS engine). It then dynamically analyzes the content type loaded by a webpage
and the source of that content. The HTML parser component in the browser parses the webpage and initiates
HTTP requests to load resources such as images, scripts,
and stylesheets included in the page. The Database manager component is responsible for storing the webpage’s
user specified policy in a local database and later retrieving the policy when the user visits the webpage in the
future.
As shown in Table 3, when users visit a website,
UserCSP performs one of the following actions:
• If the website has defined a CSP policy, but the user
hasn’t, then UserCSP does not interfere with the
website defined policy. However, it does allow the
user the option to amend the website’s policy.
• If a user has specified a CSP policy for a website,
but the website administrator hasn’t, then the user’s
policy is enforced.
• If both a user specified CSP policy and a website defined policy exist, then the user has a choice to either
apply their own policy or adopt the website defined
policy. Moreover, users can choose to combine their
custom policy with an existing website policy by selecting a strict (intersection) or loose (union) combination policy.
• If neither the user nor the website specify a CSP
policy, but the user has specified a global policy that
can be used for websites that do not have site-specific
policies defined, then UserCSP will apply the global
policy.
• If neither the user nor the website specify a CSP
policy, and there is no global policy, then UserCSP
does not affect the content loading on the website.

3.1

Action
No change to browser behavior.
Website CSP is enforced.
Browser enforces User Defined CSP.
User selects between Website CSP,
User Defined CSP, or combination of both.
Browser enforces Global CSP.
No change to browser behavior.
No CSP policy is enforced.

• The list of resources origin changes on websites that
use rotating advertisements, DNS load-balancing,
etc.
• Heavy usage of inline-scripts on websites make it difficult to derive strict CSP policy that blocks inlinescripts, eval, etc.
• Run-time content injection into websites by browser
extensions.
To allow automatic policy inference for websites,
UserCSP uses an algorithm that performs dynamic analysis to monitor content loaded by a webpage and recommends a CSP policy based on the content types and
content sources included in the webpage. It also monitors the resources dynamically added to the webpage by
JavaScript. To record new content introduced by websites
at run-time, UserCSP during learning phase continuously
monitor websites even after website is completely loaded.
It records inferred policy into local database. Next time,
when the user visits the same site UserCSP takes previously inferred policy and combine it with the currently
inferred policy. Due to rotating advertisements that
change periodically may lead to a load request from different origins, therefore, the continuous inferring process
of UserCSP helps users to detect changes in the resource
origin and apply changed domain to reload resources. Our
inferred policy derives strict CSP policy, which blocks inline scripts, styles, eval, and event handlers. However,
UserCSP also provides features to users to allow inline
scripts and eval on their favorite websites manually. In
modern browsers, extensions are high privilege than websites and run with the privileges of the browser. Browser
extensions are used to enhance user experience and provide new functionality. Therefore, UserCSP honors content included by extensions into web pages and includes
them into inferred policy.

Automatic Policy Enforcement

There are several challenges in automatic CSP policy enforcement as listed below.

4

Evaluation of UserCSP

• Dynamic content on a website that can introduce new We tested UserCSP’s user defined CSP feature and aucode into the website at run-time after web page load. tomatically infer CSP feature with the Alexa Top 100
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websites2 [29]. Manually defined CSP policies are harder
to evaluate since they require several rounds of refinement and HTML source code inspection to record content
sources. We initially seeded the policies with same-origin
restrictions and then expanded them since many websites
require content from CDN’s and sub-domains.
To test compatibility of the automatically infer CSP
feature of UserCSP, the extension inferred policies for
each of the Alexa Top 100 websites and then applied
the policies onto their respective website home pages (appendix Section 4 includes some examples). Reports were
created for each website and examined for CSP violations3 .
The number of whitelisted origins per-policy ranged
from 1 to 33, with a mean of just over 7 origins per-policy
and a standard deviation of 6.52. Over 25% of websites
required more than 10 origins, indicating that creating a
comprehensive and effective CSP policy is a challenging
task. When there are more than a handful of resources
to whitelist, developers are likely to whitelist everything
by including ”*” in a directive instead of searching for all
the necessary origins; this makes the policy less restrictive
than it could be. By providing a mechanism to infer the
policy, UserCSP provides a quick, effective, and comprehensive policy for developers to set on their websites.
The tests performed for the automatically infer CSP
feature have some limitations. The tests infer a CSP policy on page load, but do not interact with the page to
determine if further resources are loaded after initial load
time. Certain events like clicks on a page may cause additional resources to be loaded. UserCSP can account
for these additional loads, but requires the developer to
interact with the page during policy inference. This limitation is of little impact to webmasters who are familiar
with their website and can make sure that all relevant
documents are visited during UserCSP policy inference.
Since our tests do not interact with the page content, the
average number of origins per-policy is an underestimate
of the number that is actually needed for a comprehensive policy. This indicates that creating a CSP policy is
even more difficult than previously stated and shows the
importance of UserCSP.
After applying UserCSP’s inferred policies, all the
Alexa Top 100 websites generated CSP violation reports
that showed violations for the inline script default restriction. In addition, total 11 websites generated CSP violation reports for using eval()4 . This experimental survey
implies that websites commonly use inline scripts.
2 Three websites containing adult content were excluded from our
testing.
3 In order to adhere to the same-origin-only report-uri restriction
in Firefox without alerting websites with our custom CSP testing,
we used http-on-modify-request to capture and then cancel HTTP
requests that contained violation reports.
4 Websites that generated CSP violation reports for the use of
eval(): http://www.youtube.com/, http://www.qq.com/, http://
bbc.co.uk/, http://adobe.com/, http://sohu.com/, http://aol.
com/, http://youku.com/, http://cnn.com/, http://dailymotion.
com/, http://imgur.com/, http://neobux.com/
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default-src
script-src

’self’;
http://ads1.msads.net
http://kaw.stj.s-msn.com;
img-src
http://udc.msn.com
http://kaw.stb.s-msn.com
http://b.scorecardresearch.com
http://c.in.msn.com
http://www.bing.com
http://kaw.stb01.s-msn.com
http://kaw.stc.s-msn.com
http://kaw.stb00.s-msn.com;
style-src
http://kaw.stc.s-msn.com;
frame-ancestors *;

Figure 3: Inferred CSP for msn.com
We used a hack to capture CSP violation reports in
Mozilla Firefox during our evaluation, because Firefox allows sending violation reports only if the web page domain and the ”report-uri” directive domain are the same.
Hence to capture violation reports for the test bed websites, “report-uri” was set to the actual domain but with
a fake-path (e.g. http://example.com/fake-reportpath). To prevent alerting websites of this custom CSP
testing, Firefox’s http-on-modify-request event was used
to capture HTTP requests and cancel the HTTP requests
with fake-report-path that contained the violation reports
after collecting the violation data.
default-src
script-src

’self’;
http://ads.yimg.com
http://l.yimg.com
http://mi.adinterax.com;
object-src
http://ads.yimg.com;
img-src
http://l.yimg.com
http://l1.yimg.com
http://ads.yimg.com
http://tr.adinterax.com
http://mi.adinterax.com
http://b.scorecardresearch.com;
style-src
http://l.yimg.com;
frame-src
http://ad.yieldmanager.com;
frame-ancestors *;

Figure 4: Inferred CSP for in.yahoo.com

Examples of Inferred CSP Policy by UserCSP.
CSP policies that were automatically inferred by UserCSP
for http://msn.com/ and http://in.yahoo.com/ are
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.

5

Related Work

In addition to Content Security Policy, several other solutions exist to mitigate Cross-Site Scripting attacks.
The majority of these solutions use server-side sanitization. Content sanitizers attempt to remove potentially
harmful characters from untrusted data. To be effective,
sanitization must be performed at each and every entry
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point where untrusted data is present in a web application; leaving even one untrusted data source unsanitized
makes the web application vulnerable to XSS attacks.
Correct placement of context aware sanitizer routines is
a challenging task for web application developers [39].
Scriptgard [28] uses a mechanism that helps detect
mismatches between sanitization routines and the context
in which the routines are invoked. The XSSAuditor
filter [2], implemented in the Google Chrome browser,
observes HTTP requests and corresponding responses to
detect reflected XSS attacks. However, client-side XSS
filters are limited to detecting reflected XSS attacks only.
Furthermore, recently discovered flaws in the XSSAuditor show that attackers can find complicated bypasses
for these blacklist-based filters [7]. Filtering alone cannot
be relied upon to prevent XSS. Whitelisting trusted resources via an applied security policy like CSP is a safer
choice.
Blueprint [21] uses an alternative approach to protect against XSS. Blueprint treats the HTML parsing
component of a browser as untrustworthy and instead uses
web servers to parse the document and create output representing the structure of the webpage (the blueprint).
This is sent to the browser which uses the blueprint to
build the document. A significant amount of overhead
is created in order to avoid using the browser’s parser.
Content Security Policy does not have this issue, since it
relies on websites to declare a policy, uses the browser’s
parser, and trusts the browser’s enforcement mechanism
to apply the provided policy.
NoScript [20] is a Firefox extension that allows users
to disable JavaScript on a per-domain basis and aims to
mitigate XSS attacks by detecting reflected XSS. NoScript only blocks scripts, whereas CSP enforcement is
applied to various content types on a per-page basis. With
UserCSP, users can define policies with a finer granularity
and achieve better website usability than with NoScript.
Browser-Enforced Embedded Policies (BEEP) [10] allow web applications to specify the scripts that can run
on a website. Similar to the limitations in NoScript,
BEEP can only restrict JavaScript on a website; other
content such as images, frames, and style sheets are not
restricted.
XSS-Guard [3] uses a mechanism to determine which
scripts are intended to be on website and which scripts
are not. To learn which scripts should be allowed, XSSGuard first identifies the set of scripts present in the actual HTTP response from a website. XSS-Guard then
replicates output statements uninfluenced by user input
to get a shadow response. The actual and shadow responses are then compared to identify scripts that were
injected into the actual response. XSS-Guard is useful
when dynamic and rich HTML content make it challenging to create a comprehensive set of server-side sanitizers.
However, XSS-Guard is limited because it can only detect reflective XSS attacks and doesn’t protect against
persistent XSS attacks. Content Security Policy, on the
other hand, can prevent both.
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Extensive research efforts focus to improved multistage secrete sharing techniques using cryptography [4,
6, 12, 15]. Researchers proposed multi-stage secret sharing techniques based on one-way functions or factorization
problem. These techniques could be used by web servers
to send content security policies to the web browsers securely.
A group of researchers studied and proposed user authentication technqiues [5, 14, 16, 18, 31, 40]. User authentication is the most important protocol for verifying users to get the system’s resources. Password based
authentication is the most convenient mechanism. Such
techniques could be combined in the web server security
mechanisms to extend support for personalized policies
by web servers.
Other research efforts [11, 17, 24, 41, 43] proposed techniques of encryption to delegate authority of signing to the
proxy. They also allow a multi-proxy signature scheme
in certificate-less settings. A rich set of proxy signature
schemes [8, 13, 19, 32, 33, 34, 42] have been widely researched. The proposed mechanisms non only succeeded
in proxy delegations, but also achieved non-repudiation,
revocation, verification properties. The extension of such
techniques could allow to transfer the burden of writing
CSP policies from web server to web proxy.

6

Conclusion

Content Security Policy is an effective mechanism to prevent against content injection attacks. In this paper,
we did a large-scale study of CSP usage and infer difficulties in the CSP adoption. CSP has not been widely
adopted because of the challenges involved in creating a
comprehensive and functional policy, and limited knowledge of CSP among developers. Since adoption is controlled by developers, users lack control over their own
security. Users do not have a mechanism to apply Content Security Policies on the websites that they visit and
cannot protect themselves from Cross-Site Scripting and
Clickjacking attacks.
UserCSP helped to break down the challenges involved
in adopting Content Security Policy with UserCSP feature to automatically infer policies and puts control into
the users hands by providing them a mechanism to protect themselves with custom policies that they can create
and modify.
Our analysis and results show that another barrier
to Content Security Policy adoption is the use of inline
JavaScript. To overcome this, we would like to experiment further with the proposed script-nonce and scripthash directives that are under discussion for inclusion in
the CSP 1.1 specification.
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